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ABSTRACT

We investigated whether individual formant frequen-
cies or distances between spectrally adjacent formant
frequencies are more suitable for predicting perceived
vowel articulation. The relationship between percep-
tual and acoustic representations of a set of vowel to-
kens was modeled. The acoustic representation con-
sisted of measurements of F0 and the first three for-
mants. The perceptual representation consisted of
coordinates representing each vowel token’s perceived
height, advancement or rounding. The comparison
between the acoustic and perceptual representations
was carried out through linear regression analysis. We
concluded that formant frequencies were more suitable
for modeling perceived articulation when the speaker-
related variation was eliminated.

1 INTRODUCTION

Articulatory characteristics of vowels are generally de-
scribed in terms of tongue height, tongue advance-
ment, and lip rounding. It is generally assumed that
articulatory vowel height correlates with F1, articu-
latory tongue advancement correlates with F2, while
the relationship for articulatory rounding is less clear
(cf. [1]). For the relationship between perceived ar-
ticulatory characteristics and acoustics, different so-
lutions have been suggested. On one hand, [2], [3]
and [4] propose predicting perceived height using the
distance between F1 and F0. [3] predicts that per-
ceived advancement can be modeled using the spec-
tral distance between F3 and F2. Predictions made
in [2] and [4] are based on perception experiments us-
ing synthetic speech and [3] observes this pattern in
acoustic vowel data. On the other hand, [5] proposes
to model perceived height using F1 and perceived ad-
vancement using F2. [5] compares acoustic measure-
ments and perceptual judgments on the same set of
vowel data. There are two discrepancies between re-
sults reported in [5] and [2], [3], and [4] regarding the
perception of height and advancement. First, [2], [3]
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4] propose that distances between spectrally ad-
t formant frequencies are more suitable for mod-
perceived articulation because distances are rela-
constant across speakers and therefore incorpo-

some sort of speaker normalization. However, [5],
eech is used from 10 male and 10 female speak-
eports that individual formant frequencies may
itable after all. Second, [5] finds that F0 con-
te only marginally to the model for height and
F3 does not contribute to the model for advance-
, while [2], [3], and [4] predict that F0 is im-
nt for the perception of height and [3] predicts
F3 is important for advancement. The present
rch focuses on the two discrepancies between [5]
2], [3], and [4]. The first discrepancy is addressed
llows. [5] does not explicitly compare the mod-
f perceived height and advancement, and round-
r individual formant frequencies with the models
rmant frequency distances. To establish whether
idual formant frequencies or formant frequency
nces are more suitable for modeling perceived ar-
tion of height, advancement, and rounding, the
ls for individual formant frequencies were com-
to the models for formant frequency distances.

second discrepancy is addressed as follows. F0

F3 may improve the fit of perceptual models of
t and advancement when expressed in relation to
d F3, respectively, through the use of F1-F0 and

2. However, the finding that F0 and F3 do not,
ly marginally, contribute to the perceptual mod-
ay be due to the fact that listeners in [5] had to
rm speaker normalization. The listeners had to
read speech from 20 speakers (male and female),

eas in [2], [4], synthetic speech was used that was
to sound as if produced by one speaker. The

d discrepancy was thus investigated through the
f acoustic speaker normalization, as done in [5].

2 METHOD

Perceptual representation
rceptual representation of a set of vowel tokens -
ents of vowel tokens’ height, advancement, and



rounding - was obtained through a listening experi-
ment with seven phonetically trained listeners. The
listeners had to be phonetically trained seeing as they
had to be familiar with the IPA vowel quadrilateral. [5]
and [6] describe this experiment in detail. The stimuli
were read vowels in a /sVs/-context, where “V” stands
for one of the nine monophthongal vowels of Dutch,
/A/, /a/, /E/, /I/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /Y/, /y/, produced
by 10 female and 10 male speakers of Dutch. For each
stimulus, the coordinates corresponding to the chosen
location in the quadrilateral and rounding scale repre-
sented perceived height, advancement, and rounding.
The listeners were required to judge each vowel token’s
perceived height, advancement, and rounding. Height
and advancement judgments were obtained by asking
the subjects to locate each stimulus at the appropriate
location in a response area shaped like the IPA 1996
vowel quadrilateral. The horizontal axis of the quadri-
lateral represented tongue advancement (from left to
right representing front to back). The vertical axis
represented vowel height (from bottom to top repre-
senting low to high perceived vowel height). Rounding
was judged in a separate rounding scale, with the left
side representing more lip spreading and the right side
representing more lip rounding. The coordinates cor-
responding to the locations in the quadrilateral (height
and advancement), and the rounding scale (rounding)
served as perceptual descriptions of each of the 180
vowel tokens. The mean values across the seven listen-
ers were used as the perceptual representation of each
of the 180 vowel tokens.

2.2 Acoustic representation
The acoustic representation was made using the same
180 vowel tokens used for the perceptual representa-
tion. The acoustic measurements were obtained auto-
matically using a program for formant measurement
and formant tracking described in [7]. For each vowel
token, the formant tracks were visually inspected and
adjusted by hand whenever this was thought neces-
sary, using the built-in interface of the program. The
measurements are discussed in more detail in [6].

3 COMPARISON OF PERCEPTUAL
AND ACOUSTIC

REPRESENTATIONS

The comparisons between the perceptual and acoustic
representations of the experiment and the (normalized)
acoustic data were performed using linear regression
analysis (LRA). Several combinations of the acoustic
predictor variables were regressed onto the three per-
ceptual criterion variables height, advancement, and
rounding. A total of 10 combinations of predictors
was tested. Seven LRAs were carried out with a single
predictor variable (F0, F1, F2, F3, F1-F0, F2-F1, and
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2) and three with two predictors (F0, F1 and F1,
d F2, F3). The results for the distances (e.g., F1-
ere compared to the single predictors (e.g., F1)
o the pairs of predictors (F0, F1).

e 1: Percentages explained variance (R2 × 100%) for
combinations of F0, F1, F2, and F3 in Hz for
the linear regression analyses for Height (“H”),
Advancement (“A”), and Rounding (“R”). Only
significant results are shown, p<0.001.

R2 × 100 H A R
Individual F0 45 - -

F1 72 10 13
F2 12 80 39
F3 - - -

Pair F0, F1 76 10 13
F1, F2 79 85 60
F2, F3 19 85 41

Distance F1-F0 76 11 15
F2-F1 36 84 20
F3-F2 19 75 18

1 shows R2 × 100% for each LRA. For height,
ercentage for the formant frequency distance F1-
6%) is higher than for individual F0 (45%), in-
ual F1 (72%), and equally high as the pair F0,
6%). However, the score for F1-F0 is lower than
e pair F1, F2 (79%). This implies that perceived
t could be modeled better through the use of a
of predictor variables: F1, F2, than through the
nce F1-F0. For advancement, the pattern is differ-
the percentages for the formant frequency distance
1 (84%) is higher than for individual F2 (80%) and
dividual F1 (15%), but lower than the pair F1, F2

). In addition, F3-F2 (75%), suggested in [3] for
ling perceived advancement does worse than F2

) and F2, F3 (85%). For rounding, it can be ob-
d that individual F2 (39%) performs better than
istances F3-F2 (18%) F2-F1 (20%), but worse than
air F1, F2 (60%) and the pair F2, F3 (41%).

1 is equivocal on whether individual formant fre-
cies or formant frequency distances are more suit-
for modeling perceived articulation; height could
odeled best using the formant frequency distance,
advancement and rounding could be modeled

using a pair of predictors. A possible explana-
or these results is that the acoustic measurements
considerable variation depending on the anatom-
hysiological characteristics of speakers (e.g., dif-

ces in the larynx and vocal-tract of male and fe-
speakers). This anatomical/physiological varia-

may have affected (or even contaminated) the re-
of the models. The anatomical/physiological vari-
can be minimized using a procedure for speaker
alization. In [5], a transformation to z-scores per
er, proposed in [8], was found to be most ef-
e at minimizing anatomical/physiological varia-



tion in accordance with the judgments of phonetically
trained listeners.

The raw data in Hz (F0, F1, F2, and F3) were trans-
formed to z-scores using [8] to minimize the anatomi-
cal/physiological variation in the acoustic data. Two
multivariate analyses of variance were carried out to es-
tablish the relative proportion of variance in the acous-
tic representation arising from the variation sources
gender and vowel. An additional analysis was carried
out on the perceptual representation. The portion of
explained variance was expressed using η2.

Table 2: Results for the multivariate analyses of variance:
η2 for each significant factor, for the raw and
normalized data, and for the perceptual repre-
sentation: Height (“H”), Advancement (“A”),
and Rounding (“R”) (p<0.001).

η2 Vowel Gender Vowel×Gender
F0 0.142 0.683 -
F1 0.902 0.299 0.325
F2 0.919 0.372 -
F3 0.329 0.391 -
zF0 0.327 - -
zF1 0.944 - -
zF2 0.970 - -
zF3 0.524 - -
H 0.990 - -
A 0.986 - -
R 0.968 - -

Table 2 shows, for the acoustic representations, that
most of the anatomical/physiological variation present
in the raw data in Hz was minimized after the trans-
formation to z-scores. The proportion of the varia-
tion that could be attributed to gender is relatively
high for raw F0, F1, F2, and F3, while this proportion
was not significantly different from 0 for normalized
zF0, zF1, zF2, and zF3. In addition, the proportion
of the variation that could be attributed to the vowel
is higher for normalized zF0, zF1, zF2, and zF3 than
for raw F0, F1, F2, and F3. Table 2 shows similarities
in the results of the normalized acoustic data and the
perceptual representation, both show high proportions
vowel-related variance, and no significant proportions
for gender, nor for the interaction between gender and
vowel. It appears that the judgments of the phonet-
ically trained listeners do not vary systematically de-
pending on the speaker’s gender. Summarizing, the re-
sults show that the normalized acoustic representation
resembles the perceptual representation more than the
raw acoustic representation, it shows considerably less
anatomical/physiological variation than the raw acous-
tic representation, and it displays a larger proportion
of vowel-related variation than is the case for the raw
acoustic representation.

To establish if the LRAs displayed in Table 1 were
affected by the anatomical/physiological variation
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e 3: Percentages explained variance (R2 × 100%) for
combinations of zF0, zF1, zF1, and zF1 (trans-
formed to z-scores) for the linear regression anal-
yses for Height (“H”), Advancement (“A”), and
Rounding (“R”), p<0.001.

R2 × 100 H A R
Individual zF0 24 - 8

zF1 82 11 15
zF2 14 86 40
zF3 - - 14

Pair zF0, zF1 82 11 16
zF1, zF2 87 90 65
zF2, zF3 22 86 52

Distance zF1-zF0 67 8 13
zF2-zF1 70 67 3
zF3-zF2 21 56 4

3 shows the results for the LRAs on the z-scores.
n be seen that the individual formant frequencies
(82%), zF2 (86%), and zF2 (40%) show higher
s for height, advancement, and rounding, respec-
, than is the case for the formant frequency dis-
s: zF1-zF0 (67% for height), zF2-zF1 (67% for
ncement), zF3-zF2 (56% for advancement), zF2-
(3% for rounding), zF3-zF2 (4% for rounding).
same pattern can be observed for the pairs of
ctors: all pairs show higher scores than the dis-
s (e.g., zF1, zF2 is 90% while zF3-zF2 is 56%).
the results in Table 3, it seems justified to as-

that individual formant frequencies (and pairs of
rally adjacent formant frequencies) are more suit-
for modeling perceived height, advancement, and
ing, when the variation in the acoustic data due

e speaker’s anatomical/physiological characteris-
s minimized.

markable observation from Table 3 is that indi-
l zF0 contributes 24% to the model for height,
idual zF1 contributes 82%, but the pair zF0, zF1

contribute 82%. zF0 did not contribute to the
l for height when zF1 was also added. In addi-
the distance zF1-zF0 (67%) performs much worse
zF1 (82%). This pattern in the results is not
for the combinations of raw F0 en F1 in Ta-

. The correlation between the two variables was
lated, to establish if the difference in the results
aw and normalized F0 and F1 was different be-
nd after normalization. Before normalization, no
cant correlation was found between F0 and F1,
after normalization, a correlation score of -0.46

found (Pearson’s r). This indicates that trans-
ing raw data to z-scores causes zF0 to correlate
ively with zF1. The high correlation score be-
normalized zF1 and zF0 can be interpreted as



that both contain considerable information about the
vowel’s identity, which may have been obscured in raw
F0 by the presence of gender-related variation (cf. Ta-
ble 2). It seems plausible that, when all gender-related
variation is eliminated from the normalized vowel data,
the remaining variation in F0 is of a phonemic nature
(i.e., vowel intrinsic pitch). This phonemic informa-
tion in zF0 is probably also present in zF1. This re-
dundancy was probably the reason why entering zF0

as well as zF1 to the model for height did not result in
an improvement compared to entering only zF1.

4 DISCUSSION

The results show that perceived height could be mod-
eled better using zF1, than with zF1-zF0, and that per-
ceived advancement could be modeled better using zF2

than using zF3-zF2, or zF2-zF1. Perceived height and
advancement were thus modeled best using individual
formant frequencies, as predicted in [5], and not us-
ing distances between spectrally adjacent formant fre-
quencies, as predicted in [2], [3], and [4], but only after
applying speaker normalization. Furthermore, because
the listeners were found not to be affected by anatomi-
cal/physiological differences between speakers and the
same was found for the acoustic data normalized fol-
lowing [8], it can be hypothesized that the predictions
about formant frequency distances as made in [2] and
[4] cannot be generalized to a task in which listeners
have to perform speaker normalization (as was the case
in the present study and in [5]). Note that [2] and [4]
use synthetic speech material and that [5] use speech
from male and female speakers.

The difference in performance between the individ-
ual normalized formant frequencies and the normal-
ized formant frequency differences may be explained if
it is assumed that both types of representations make
different assumptions about the process of vowel per-
ception. A representation such as F3-F2, using the ter-
minology expressed in [9], is of a vowel-intrinsic nature
whereas zF2 is of a vowel-extrinsic nature . A transfor-
mation of formant values using speaker normalization
can be regarded as a way of obtaining a more percep-
tually relevant representation. Intrinsic and extrinsic
representations predict that normalization occurs at
different moments in vowel processing. If vowel nor-
malization is an intrinsic process, then normalization
is essentially some sort of efficient preprocessing of the
acoustic stimulus occurring at a peripheral auditory
stage, before more central processing takes place. In-
trinsic processing requires only one vowel, whereas ex-
trinsic processing requires information across several, if
not all, vowels per speaker. This implies that informa-
tion about those vowels should be retained in memory
until all vowels for a speaker are heard. However, it
seems unlikely that this type of information is retained
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eripheral auditory stage, it seems more likely that
etained during more central processing. However,
owel-extrinsic processing to be successful, the lis-
must learn the speaker’s vowel system. Listeners

do this by making a temporary prediction that is
ted whenever new information arrives. The re-
of the present paper for F0 may be interpreted as
listeners use the fundamental frequency of a vowel
ue to learn the speaker’s vowel system. However,
hypotheses can neither be confirmed nor rejected
o the correlational nature (i.e. the use of LRA)
e present study; they must be investigated further
e more conclusive remarks can be made.
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